ROOM CHARACTERISTICS

- **Tech Pkg – Internet Connection with Instructor PC** will look at all classrooms that have one of the following “Smart”, “Smart Enhanced” and “Technology” classrooms.

- **Tech Pkg – PC/Doc Cam/DVD/Projector** will look ONLY at the classrooms that have a document camera, instructor PC & internet including the Lecture Centers.

- **Tech Pkg – PC/Doc Cam/Blu-Ray/Dual Proj Screen** will look ONLY at the classrooms that have document camera, instructor PC & internet Blu-Ray player and dual projection.

- **Tech Pkg – PC/DVD/Projector** will look ONLY at the classrooms that have Instructor PC and internet.

- **Tech Pkg – Laptop Connect/Projector** will look at standard classrooms with LCD Projector/ sound system and laptop connection but no instructor PC. Choose this option if the instructor does not need an instructor PC.

- **Tech – Computer Workstations – PC** - will look at rooms with PCs for each student.

- **Tech – Computer Workstations – MAC** - will look at SL G03 for MACs for each student (only available in 24 capacity).

**Please Note:** In the CPI you have the ability to choose one of the technology packages in addition to Tech Pkg – Internet Connection with Instructor PC.